
Third Year Computer Science – SEM V 

Data Communication & Networking 

1)Which transmission media provides the highest transmission speed in a network? 

a) coaxial cable 

b) twisted pair cable 

c) optical fiber 

d) electrical cable 

2)The portion of physical layer that interfaces with the media access control sublayer is called 

______ 

a) physical signalling sublayer 

b) physical data sublayer 

c) physical address sublayer 

d) physical transport sublayer 

3)The physical layer provides __________ 

a) mechanical specifications of electrical connectors and cables 

b) electrical specification of transmission line signal level 

c) specification for IR over optical fiber 

d) target of machine 

4) A single channel is shared by multiple signals by ____________ 

a) analog modulation 

b) digital modulation 

c) multiplexing 

d) phase modulation 

5)Wireless transmission of signals can be done via ___________ 

a) radio waves 

b) microwaves 

c) infrared 

d) x-ray 

6)The data link layer takes the packets from _________ and encapsulates them into frames for 

transmission. 

a) network layer 

b) physical layer 

c) transport layer 

d) application layer 

7)Which of the following tasks is not done by data link layer? 

a) framing 

b) error control 



c) flow control 

d) channel coding 

8) Header of a frame generally contains ______________ 

a) synchronization bytes 

b) addresses 

c) frame identifier 

d) checksum 

9)Automatic repeat request error management mechanism is provided by ________ 

a) logical link control sublayer 

b) media access control sublayer 

c) network interface control sublayer 

d) application access control sublayer 

10)CRC stands for __________ 

a) cyclic redundancy check 

b) code repeat check 

c) code redundancy check 

d) cyclic repeat check 

11)Which of the following is a data link protocol? 

a) ethernet 

b) point to point protocol 

c) hdlc 

d) sdlc 

12)The network layer is concerned with __________ of data. 

a) bits 

b) frames 

c) packets 

d) bytes 

13)Which one of the following is not a function of network layer? 

a) routing 

b) inter-networking 

c) congestion control 

d) error control 

14)In virtual circuit network each packet contains ___________ 

a) full source and destination address 

b) a short VC number 

c) only source address 

d) only destination address 

 



15)Which of the following routing algorithms can be used for network layer design? 

a) shortest path algorithm 

b) distance vector routing 

c) link state routing 

d) breadth first search 

16)Which of the following is not correct in relation to multi-destination routing? 

a) is same as broadcast routing 

b) contains the list of all destinations 

c) data is not sent by packets 

d) there are multiple receivers 

17)A subset of a network that includes all the routers but contains no loops is called ________ 

a) spanning tree 

b) spider structure 

c) spider tree 

d) special tree 

18)The network layer protocol for internet is __________ 

a) ethernet 

b) internet protocol 

c) hypertext transfer protocol 

d) file transfer protocol 

19)ICMP is primarily used for __________ 

a) error and diagnostic functions 

b) addressing 

c) forwarding 

d) routing 

20)Transport layer aggregates data from different applications into a single stream before passing 

it to  

a) network layer 

b) data link layer 

c) application layer 

d) physical layer 

21)User datagram protocol is called connectionless because _____________ 

a) all UDP packets are treated independently by transport layer 

b) it sends data as a stream of related packets 

c) it is received in the same order as sent order 

d) it sends data very quickly 

 

22) Transmission control protocol ___________ 

a) is a connection-oriented protocol 



b) uses a three way handshake to establish a connection 

c) receives data from application as a single stream 

d) have less security  

23)Which one of the following is a version of UDP with congestion control? 

a) datagram congestion control protocol 

b) stream control transmission protocol 

c) structured stream transport 

d) user congestion control protocol 

24)Transport layer protocols deals with ____________ 

a) application to application communication 

b) process to process communication 

c) node to node communication 

d) man to man communication 

25)Which of the following is a transport layer protocol? 

a) stream control transmission protocol 

b) internet control message protocol 

c) neighbor discovery protocol 

d) dynamic host configuration protocol 

26)Physical or logical arrangement of network is __________ 

a) Topology 

b) Routing 

c) Networking 

d) Control 

27)In TDM, slots are further divided into __________ 

a) Seconds 

b) Frames 

c) Packets 

d) Bits 

28)Communication between a computer and a keyboard involves ______________ transmission. 

a) Automatic 

b) Half-duplex 

c) Full-duplex 

d) Simplex 

 

29)Three or more devices share a link in ________ connection. 

a) Unipoint 

b) Multipoint 

c) Point to point 

d) Simplex 



30) When collection of various computers seems a single coherent system to its client, then it is 

called 

a) computer network 

b) distributed system 

c) networking system 

d) mail system 

31)Two devices are in network if __________ 

a) a process in one device is able to exchange information with a process in another device 

b) a process is running on both devices 

c) PIDs of the processes running of different devices are same 

d) a process is active and another is inactive 

32)In computer network nodes are _________ 

a) the computer that originates the data 

b) the computer that routes the data 

c) the computer that terminates the data 

d) interconnected 

33) Communication channel is shared by all the machines on the network in ________ 

a) broadcast network 

b) unicast network 

c) multicast network 

d) anycast network 

34)A list of protocols used by a system, one protocol per layer, is called ________ 

a) protocol architecture 

b) protocol stack 

c) protocol suite 

d) protocol system 

 

 

35)Network congestion occurs _________ 

a) in case of traffic overloading 

b) when a system terminates 

c) when connection between two nodes terminates 

d) in case of transfer failure 

 

36)Which of the following networks extends a private network across public networks? 

a) local area network 

b) virtual private network 



c) enterprise private network 

d) storage area network 

37)The function of DSLAM is to __________ 

a) Convert analog signals into digital signals 

b) Convert digital signals into analog signals 

c) Amplify digital signals 

d) De-amplify digital signals 

38)HFC contains _______ 

a) Fibre cable 

b) Coaxial cable 

c) A combination of Fibre cable and Coaxial cable 

d) Twisted Pair Cable 

39)Which of the following statements is not applicable for cable internet access? 

a) It is a shared broadcast medium 

b) It includes HFCs 

c) Cable modem connects home PC to Ethernet port 

d) Analog signal is converted to digital signal in DSLAM 

40)StarBand provides __________ 

a) FTTH internet access 

b) Cable access 

c) Telephone access 

d) Satellite access 

41)Which of the following factors affect transmission rate in DSL? 

a) The gauge of the twisted-pair line 

b) Degree of electrical interfernece 

c) Shadow fading 

d) The gauge of the twisted-pair line and degree of electrical interference 

42)The attacker using a network of compromised devices is known as _____________ 

a) Internet 

b) Botnet 

c) Telnet 

d) D-net 

 

43)The DoS attack, in which the attacker establishes a large number of half-open or fully open 

TCP connections at the target host is ________ 

a) Vulnerability attack 

b) Bandwidth flooding 

c) Connection flooding 

d) UDP flooding 



44)The DoS attack, in which the attacker sends deluge of packets to the targeted host is 

________ 

a) Vulnerability attack 

b) Bandwidth flooding 

c) Connection flooding 

d) UDP flooding 

45)Packet sniffers involve ____________ 

a) Active receiver 

b) Passive receiver 

c) Legal receiver 

d) Partially-active receiver 

46) Firewalls are often configured to block ___________ 

a) UDP traffic 

b) TCP traffic 

c) Sensitive traffic 

d) Best-effort traffic 

47)In a network, If P is the only packet being transmitted and there was no earlier transmission, 

which of the following delays could be zero? 

a) Propagation delay 

b) Queuing delay 

c) Transmission delay 

d) Processing delay 

 

48)_____ is the multiplexing technique that shifts each signal to a different carrier frequency. 

a) FDM 

b) TDM 

c) Both FDM & TDM 

d) PDM 

49)What are the Methods to move data through a network of links and switches? 

a) Packet switching and Line switching 

b) Circuit switching and Line switching 

c) Line switching and bit switching 

d) Packet switching and Circuit switching 

50)Which of the following is not an application layer service? 

a) Network virtual terminal 

b) File transfer, access, and management 

c) Mail service 

d) Error control 



51)A local telephone network is an example of a _______ network. 

a) Packet switched 

b) Circuit switched 

c) Bit switched 

d) Line switched 

52)Most packet switches use this principle ____________ 

a) Stop and wait 

b) Store and forward 

c) Store and wait 

d) Stop and forward 

53)What are the Methods to move data through a network of links and switches? 

a) Packet switching and Line switching 

b) Circuit switching and Line switching 

c) Line switching and bit switching 

d) Packet switching and Circuit switching 

54)The required resources for communication between end systems are reserved for the duration 

of the session between end systems in ________ method. 

a) Packet switching 

b) Circuit switching 

c) Line switching 

d) Frequency switching 

55)As the resources are reserved between two communicating end systems in circuit switching, 

___________ is achieved. 

a) authentication 

b) guaranteed constant rate 

c) reliability 

d) store and forward 

56)Maximization of efficiencies through the reduction of hardware, power consumption, heating 
and cooling costs 

a)Normalization 
b)Vitualization 

c)Rendering 
d)Connection 
 

57)IT optimization areas are divided into 
a)Data center 

bNetwork 
c)Applications 
d)Softwares 

 
58) Policies are applied to all……………….. 

a)users 
b)devices 



c) a& b 
d)none of the above 

 
59) Users services include …………. 

a) mobility 
b )performance 
c) a&b 

d) data processing 
 

 
 
 

60) During the Strategy and Analysis process , …………….strategies are created 
a) network architecture 

b)lan structure 
c)wi-fi 
d)router 

 
61)The …………………installs and configures new IT and network solutions 

a)validation process 
b)deployment process 
c) optimization 

d)topology 
 

62)Establishing business requirements and technology strategies is done by…………….. 
a)actions 
b)networks 

c)systems 
d)business ethics 

 
63) ………………..support the organization’s objectives 
a) Technical goals 

b)network unit 
c)existing network 

d)all of the above 
 
64) …………….might be constrained by parameters that limit the solution.  

a) lan design 
b) Network design 

c) half unit 
d) a & b 
 

65)Frames cannot leave the ………….from which they originate. 
a)WLAN 

b) VLANs 
c)WiFi 
d)all of the above 

11)The ports to which the ……………..is connectedare not assignedVLANs. 
a)router 

b)signal 



c)ratio 
d)trunk 

 
66)Another way to route between VLANs is commonly known as ………………configuration 

a) router on a stick 
b)mac id 
c)port 

d)connection 
 

67) VLANs are typically configured via the ………………. 
a) CatOS 
b)I OS 

c)switch 
d)a & b 

 
68)Trunking is generally related to ………… 
a) switches 

b)hub 
c)router 

d)LAN,WAN,MAN 
 
69)The frame check sequence (FCS) footer is in addition to the ……………. 

a) FCS field 
b)x axis 

c)y axis 
d)ground field 
 

70)The maximum size for an 802.1Q frame is ……………….. 
a) 1522 bytes 

b)1600 bytes 
c)18000 bytes 
d)em 

 
 

71) …………allows VLAN configurations to be managed on a single switch 
a) VTP 
b)FTP 

c)STQ 
d)ARP 

 
72) The default VTP domain is ………….. 
a) null 

b)full 
c)half 

d)dark 
 
73)FDDI stands for  

A) Fiber Distributed Data Interface  
B) Fiber Data Distributed Interface 

 C) Fiber Dual Distributed Interface  



D) Fiber Distributed Data Interface  
 

74)There are ______________ Internet service providers. 

A) regional 

B) local 

C) national and international 

D) every country  

 

 

75)A _______ connection provides a dedicated link between two devices. 

A) primary 

B) multipoint 

C) point-to-point 

D) secondary 

76)______ refers to the physical or logical arrangement of a network. 

A) Topology 

B) Mode of operation 

C) Data flow 

D) transmission 

77)A ______ is a data communication system spanning states, countries, or the whole world. 

A) MAN 

B) WAN 

C) LAN 

D) CAN 

78)Which topology requires a multipoint connection? 

A) Bus 



B) Star 

C) Mesh 

D) Ring 

 

 

 

79)A ________ is a set of rules that governs data communication. 

A) protocol 

B) forum 

C) standard 

D) rules 

80)________ defines how a particular pattern to be interpreted, and what action is to be taken 
based on that interpretation. 

A) Syntax 

B) Semantics 

C) Timing 

D) frequency 

81)Frequency of failure and network recovery time after a failure are measures of the _______of 

a network. 

A) Performance 

B) Security 

C) Reliability 

D) Feasibility 

82)A television broadcast is an example of _______ transmission. 

A) half-duplex 

B) simplex 



C) full-duplex 

D) automatic 

 

 

83)Which agency developed standards for physical connection interfaces and electronic 

signaling specifications? 

A) ISO 

B) ITU-T 

C) ANSI 

D) EIA 

84)……………….convert IP address space into globally unique IP addresses 

a) NAT devices 

b)router 

c)switch 

d)gateway 

85) DHCP provides a way to dynamically configure hosts on ……………. 

a)the server 

b)the system 

c) the network 

d) the file 

86)The Domain Name System (DNS) is an …………………. 

a)linux based system 

b)windows based system 

c)android based system 

d) Internet-based directory system 

 



 

 

 

87)Routing protocols dynamically determine the best route to a ………….. 

a)path 

b)cut 

c) destination 

d) track 

88)EIGRP is a …………routing protocol 

a) hybrid 

b)static 

c)dynamic 

d)random 

89)…………. is the name of the metric used by OSPF and IS-IS 

a)HOST 

b)LOST 

c)POST 

d)COST 

90)……….. discovers and maintains information about its neighbors 

a) EIGRP 

b)FTP 

c)DTP 

d)STP 

 

91)ARP stands for……………….. 



a)Address resolution protocol 

b)Auto reply process 

c)Auto resolution Print 

d)Audio represent post 

92) SMTP stands for…………………. 

a) Short message transfer 

b) Simple mail transfer 

c) Sequence mode track 

d) Serial map track 

93) HTTPS stands for……………… 

a) hyper text transfer protocol 

b) hi track transfer protocol 

c) hyper text transport protocol secure 

d) hyper text total sequence 

94)TCP stands for………………. 

a) transmissiom control protocol 

b)transfer control protocol 

c)total control protocol 

d)track control protocol 

95)ATM stands for…………… 

a) auotomated teller machine 

b) automatic teller machine 

c)automatic transfer machine 

d)automated transfer machine 

96) ATM networks are………….. 



a) connectionless 

b)interconnected 

c)connection oreiented 

d) sequence less 

97)DHCP stands for………………….. 

a)Dynamic host config. 

b) digital host config. 

c)digital host comm. 

d)dynamic host config. 

98) RARP works ……………… 

a) same as TCP 

b) reverse of ARP 

c) same as DHCP 

d) same as ARP 

99) Wireshark is used for…………. 

a) track the protocol 

b) track the systems 

c) track the viruses 

d) track the phishing 

100) Host will be………… 

a)Single 

b)Many 

c)Half 

d)Full 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


